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T PRECISELY 1 O’CLOCK on a frigid

January afternoon, Lauren Maurer,
a 46-year-old American cook, rings
a sleek bronze bell in the kitchen of
artist Olafur Eliasson’s four-story,
30,000-square-foot studio in Berlin.
Hungry staff members from throughout the building,
originally a brewery, promptly respond to the call
and materialize on the third floor. There are nearly
100 men and women employed on the premises, and
they’ve been doing all manner of work this morning—
the myriad physical, digital and mental tasks that
form the backbone of Eliasson’s multidisciplinary
and highly collaborative art practice. Upstairs, the
painting team puts the final touches on 72 circular
canvases, each nearly 32 inches in diameter and collectively representative of the color spectrum. Once
crated, they’ll head to the Long Museum in Shanghai
for Olafur Eliasson: Nothingness Is Not Nothing at All,
a March solo exhibition and one of the biggest shows
Eliasson has ever mounted (this summer, he’ll also
be showing in the palace and gardens at Versailles).
Downstairs, more staffers fit slices of color-effect filter glass into the steel exoskeleton of a large sphere.
And outside, as snow falls, the sizable remains of
about a half dozen ice blocks, harvested from a fjord
in Greenland, will be dyed pink, surrounded by sawdust and scanned with a 3-D scanner. Other ice blocks
from the same harvesting mission were recently displayed as part of a public installation in Paris during
the United Nations Conference on Climate Change in
order to have viewers witness them melt.
Maurer’s bell signals something seemingly less
weighty: lunch. Every Tuesday through Friday for
30 to 45 minutes, the working population of Studio
Olafur Eliasson stops and gathers for a home-cooked,
family-style, almost always vegetarian (often vegan)

LUNCH SPECIAL Artist Olafur Eliasson, photographed in
his Berlin studio, preparing to eat white root vegetable soup.
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Olafur
Eliasson
Will
Feed You
Now
Artist Olafur Eliasson is known for
his ambitious installations. But,
as illustrated in his new cookbook,
The Kitchen, the center of his
studio is simple: lunch.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIK OLSSON

meal. It’s a ritual that dates back to 2003, when the
artist’s output, though still ambitious and complex,
was executed by a smaller team of around 15. While
conceiving large-scale projects like Your Silent
Running (a geodesic enclosure that envelops viewers in fog and monofrequency light) and The Weather
Project (an installation that drew more than two million people to London’s Tate Modern museum to bask
beneath Eliasson’s approximation of a hazy, golden
sun), studio members would break from marathon
work sessions to cook for their colleagues.
“Every time it was someone’s turn to be in the
kitchen,” says Eliasson, sitting down at the head of
a long picnic table with a matte black surface and
blond-wood trim (made in the studio), “they would
not work for half a day.” Eliasson, 49, peers curiously
over the rim of his glasses at a black cast-iron cocotte
holding the day’s soup. “It started making way more
sense to have a dedicated kitchen staff,” he says,
passing me his bowl to fill.
Instead of switching to a food services model to
feed his growing staff, however, Eliasson believed
it was essential to keep the kitchen and the studio
closely integrated. The artwork he produces varies
across media and genres—ranging from abstract,
experiential installations to buildings and a park
being designed by his architectural practice, Studio
Other Spaces, to Little Sun, a social entrepreneurship
initiative aimed at putting solar-powered LED lamps
into the hands of the 1.1 billion people living without
easy access to electricity.
Yet all of Eliasson’s efforts are unified by the
notion of giving feelings a physical form. The desired
response is always an emotional one. His kitchen
operates with the same intention. Feelings are conveyed by shapes. In this case, the shapes are edible.

“I want lunch to make people feel appreciated, cared Asako Iwama, whose neighbor’s friend worked in the
for and treasured,” he says. “I’m very curious about studio’s archiving department and suggested she
what types of hospitality actually hold people in a take the job heading up its kitchen operations. Born
way that reflects their emotional needs.”
in Tokyo and living in Berlin, Iwama had already been
For Eliasson, who grew up between Denmark and exploring ideas surrounding the intersection of food
Iceland, the connection between food and art is pri- and community. Her 1999 work at Campo Boario, an
mal and was embodied early in life by his father. “He abandoned 19th-century slaughterhouse in Rome,
was a chef and an artist,” Eliasson says. “He made involved serving lunch to the public in collaboration
money cooking and spent money making art.” Elias with Kurdish refugees living in the area.
Hjörleifsson (Icelandic last names are constructed
Like Eliasson, who perpetually makes his own
by tacking son or dóttir onto an
pieces
physically
inviting,
offspring’s father’s first name),
Iwama focuses on framing the
who died in 2001, worked in
notion of hospitality through
“I want lunch
watercolor and pen; he also
the lens of art: What does it
to make
cooked regularly for sailors on
mean to take care of people
people feel
Icelandic fishing vessels for
through cooking? What really
weeks at a time. Like his son,
happens when people come
appreciated,
Hjörleifsson integrated people
together to eat?
cared
with their surroundings in comThe kitchen Iwama and
for and
pelling ways. “One of his great
Eliasson started to build
treasured.”
feats was to make fishermen eat
echoed the communal spirit
fish out at sea,” says Eliasson.
of other food-inspired works,
—olafur eliasson
“Nobody wanted to eat what they
such as Rirkrit Tiravanija’s
worked with all day.” Eliasson’s
1990 piece Pad Thai, for which
younger sister, Victoria Eliasdóttir, 28, is also a chef. he served his native noodle dish to New York City
After a six-month stint in the studio kitchen in 2014, gallery goers, and Food, a storefront in SoHo coduring which she convinced her brother to upgrade founded by Carol Goodden and Gordon Matta-Clark
the appliances, she opened Dóttir, her first restau- that functioned as both a perpetual art installarant, in Berlin last year.
tion and a restaurant by and for downtown artists,
In 2005, Eliasson found an ideal collaborator who with the likes of Robert Rauschenberg or Donald
shared his creative and culinary philosophies: artist Judd sometimes at the stove. But while Tiravanija’s
works are marked by a start and a finish, and the
original incarnation of Food lasted only from 1971
through 1974, Eliasson’s kitchen—anchored by the
SOUL FOOD Left: Nora Wulff, Christine Bopp and Lauren
Maurer in the Studio Olafur Eliasson kitchen. Above: Studio ethics of artists feeding those immediately around
members congregate for their daily meal.
them—continues to evolve.

What started out as a hot plate and a few pots in
a nook beneath the architects is now a much more
elaborate operation, housed in a glass cube with
top cooking gear and custom cabinetry designed
in-house. Lauren Maurer, who began working in the
kitchen in 2006, splitting time with Iwama, eventually took over after Iwama moved back to Tokyo in
2014. Maurer comes from a restaurant background
but has learned to think more like an artist. Take Your
Time, the name of Eliasson’s traveling 2009–2010
exhibition, might also be her motto. “I’ve had a few
huge flops here,” Maurer says. “Olafur was running
late one day, and I’d made crêpes. By the time he sat
down, they’d been out for an hour and were terrible,
squishy and disgusting. We learn along the way. We
learn to cook flexibly.”
Maurer spearheads the menu planning on
Mondays. She’s joined in the kitchen by filmmaker
Montse Torredà Martí, baker Nora Wulff and
Christine Bopp—who seamlessly transitioned from
metal and glass production to the kitchen. Other studio members work on teams in scheduled shifts to set
the tables and wash the dishes. Eliasson joins mostly
on Thursdays and Fridays. When he and his wife,
the art historian Marianne Krogh Jensen, decided
to adopt their now-12-year-old son from Ethiopia in
2003, they also decided to raise him in Copenhagen,
where they still live along with their 9-year-old
daughter, whom they adopted from Ethiopia three
years later. But with Eliasson’s studio already long
established in Berlin—he started there without a staff
to feed in 1995—he decided to become a commuter
and take the weekly one-hour flight. Because his time
in the studio is limited and tightly controlled—meeting to discuss a dozen projects in an afternoon—he
doesn’t take a shift as the dishwasher.
For today’s lunch, Eliasson enjoys the
pumpkin-seed pesto, which he spoons across the
steaming surface of his
puréed white root vegetable soup. The tables
have filled in around
him with his colleagues,
breaking bread together,
sharing a common lunch
and vision. Candles are
flickering. Joy is evident
as plates are passed and
co-workers serve one
another. Colleagues banter in German. “It would
be naive to think they’re
only talking about work,”
Eliasson says. “But we
have a big studio. This is
the chance for all the different parts to connect
on a daily basis.” Several staffers say that despite
eating this food for years, they still look forward
to it every day. Eliasson reveals that he’ll occasionally catch people coming back into the building with
hamburgers. But his motives remain steadfast. “This
is about people feeling seen,” Eliasson says. “Maybe
by the food, maybe by the kitchen, maybe by the
environment, the cooks. All so that you feel your
emotional need is being reflected and met, almost on

a therapeutic level.” Eliasson rips at a piece of freshly
made black bread, dyed with squid ink, and spreads
it with lemon zest butter. “It takes you to a place of
feeling like you are part of a civic system, like you are
part of society,” he continues. “It takes you to a place
of not feeling alone.”
Considering that food preparation seems to be in
his blood, it’s no wonder Eliasson’s studio lunches
come across more as familial sit-downs than ongoing works of art. But a new book, Studio Olafur
Eliasson: The Kitchen, being distributed by Phaidon
next month, makes a strong argument for the symbiotic relationship between conceptual investigations
and everyday feasting. The volume was originally
an installment of Take Your Time, an in-house series
assembled by Eliasson’s prolific publishing unit. It
has released nearly 100 books since 1997, some in
limited runs, some for wider distribution. The Take
Your Time books typically track the progression of
one of the studio’s many areas of interest. There’s a
compilation of Eliasson’s writings and a collection
of photographs featuring Icelandic driftwood in different parts of Berlin. Another volume covers “small
spatial experiments.” “A lot of the books we do are
experiments,” says Eliasson. “I’m excited about the
fact that this limited-edition run we made for artistic
reasons has now turned into a kind of cookbook.”
Over the years, René Redzepi, of Noma fame, has
stopped in to cook (Eliasson wrote the foreword to
Redzepi’s first book in 2010). And artist Ai Weiwei,
whose Berlin studio neighbors Eliasson’s, popped
over twice during my visit—once to photograph
the ice blocks with his iPhone and another time for
lunch, to enjoy roasted carrots and parsnips while
discussing the distribution of Little Sun LED devices
to Syrian refugees on the Greek island of Lesbos,
where he has established a satellite studio. But it was
chef-activist Alice Waters who suggested spreading Eliasson’s approach to
food more broadly.
Waters and Eliasson
met seven years ago at the
World Economic Forum in
Davos, Switzerland (where
Eliasson received the
Crystal Award in January
for his “commitments to
improving the state of the
world”; Leonardo DiCaprio
was among his corecipients). “Alice is very
interested in how communities come together and
eat,” Eliasson says. “She
must have seen something
in these pages that contained a lesson.”
“The book is very teachable,” says Waters, who
wrote its foreword. “I handed it to the publisher right
away and said, ‘This needs to be published internationally.’ I felt like we all needed a copy. Mine is now
very dog-eared. I could use a new one.” Waters continues, “It takes an artist to look at eating differently,
to really get to the heart of what it’s about. It’s a big
picture, and that’s what Olafur deals with.”
The Kitchen, which also features contributions

FOOD FOR THOUGHT Above: Eliasson, inspecting
new work in his painting studio. Below: Fresh-baked
bread, kale salad, puréed root vegetable soup
with pumpkin seed pesto and pumpkin-ricotta crème.

from Iwama, Maurer, Eliasson, Redzepi and others,
functions both as a monograph about its studio’s ideas
and as a collection of practical, cookable and cravable recipes. It combines abstract thoughts and the
search for answers with instructions and solutions.
The Kitchen includes recipes for everyday lunches
as well as for dishes that have been served at studio
seminars and events. One passage, revisiting a series
called Life Is Space, sheds light on relating to environments both natural and constructed. That discussion
is anchored by a recipe for quiche that was served at
one of the studio’s seminars. Another entry focuses
on food being the vehicle through which colors enter
our bodies. Baked beets with horseradish dill almond
sauce make that notion all the more compelling.
If the book and an invitation to lunch in Berlin
present one take-away, it’s this: In the cosmos of
Studio Olafur Eliasson, food and art are inextricable.
They fuel each other equally. Food, in the studio’s
context, shares its utility with metal and glass, paint
and canvas. “We didn’t make a cookbook to make a
cookbook,” Eliasson says. “We wanted to capture
what we felt was unique here in the studio.
“It would be odd not to feed everybody,” says
Eliasson, “and even more odd not to feed them anything other than foods that convey the deepest
respect.” He eyes a loaf of white bread next to the loaf
of black. “Food is more important than art. You die
from not having food,” Eliasson says. “You die from
not having art, too—just not as fast.” •
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